Separation of immortalization and T24-ras oncogene cooperative functions of adenovirus E1a.
An adenovirus 2 E1a gene coding for a protein of 243 (243R) amino acids can efficiently immortalize primary rat kidney (BRK) cells and cooperate with the activated cellular ras oncogene (T24 ras). A mutant (47-0) of the 243R gene that maps between amino acid residues 47-50 within a region that is highly conserved among the various adenovirus serotypes was found to be severely defective in immortalization. Despite the defect in immortalization, mutant 47-0 had the ability to cooperate with T24 ras in oncogenic transformation. These results suggest that the immortalization and the oncogene cooperation functions of the 243R are separable. Our results further suggest that the requirement for a separate immortalization function can be circumvented by oncogenic transformation and that the immortalization of cells transformed by E1a and T24 ras may be a secondary consequence of transformation by these two oncogenes.